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Abstract: My paper looks at the manipulation of the traditional Romanian nationalist 

imagery by the war propaganda, in order to foster mass-support for 

reconquering Bessarabia and Northern Bucovina during the early stages 

of Operation Barbarossa. More precisely, I aim to analyse the main 

elements utilised by the propaganda for legitimising the conflict against 

Soviet Russia in June-August 1941: the symbolism of Greater Romania, 

Orthodoxism and peasantism. The framework for my approach is the 

specifically fascist antithesis outlined by Roger Griffin: the opposition 

between the sacred Self and the demonic Other. In the Romanian 

totalitarian state, Greater Romania was seen as a divine and at the same 

time agricultural land, intrinsically linked to the Orthodox and rural 

spirituality, as defined by Romanian intellectuals ever since before WWI. 

At the same time, the Soviet imagery, from the Romanian perspective, 

was characterised by its demonic, anti-peasant and threatening nature to 

the integrity of the Romanian state. I argue that, in shaping this contrast, 

Orthodoxism proved crucial, by settling a larger-than-life goal for the 

Romanian citizens and soldiers. Dwelling on what Griffin sees as the 

traditional tanatophylic rhetoric of Romanian fascism, the discourse on 

Orthodoxy translated the language of death and destruction into a 

religious one. It sanctified the battle against a satanic enemy and argued 

for the need of Christian sacrifice for the rebirth of Greater Romania, 

while demonizing the atheist and Jewish communists. An army of 

peasants was seen as fighting for their land, tradition and faith – for 

Romanianness. In short, I propose to explore the fashion in which the 



Romanian totalitarian state, in a purely fascist manner, as pointed out by 

Aristotle Kallis, coordinated its actions, institutions and conceptualizations 

of the nation in order to justify the death of hundreds of thousands of 

youngsters, for a regime-set goal, linked to nation building. 

 


